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Mobility Camp in
Kargil

Enabling the
disabled through a
mobility camp in
challenging remote
locations

Thank You For Being You!
We at RATNA NIDHI would like to thank you all for your continuous support
& compassion. This is a sneak peak into what your one act of compassion has
achieved this quarter! These stories of hope & courage continue to inspire us
to stay committed and will warm your hearts too!
Our Quarter In Review:
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Joining Hands With
Maharashtra Govt.

RATNA NIDHI
PLACEMENTS

LIBRARY ON WHEELS

Ratna Nidhi onboard as
the official NGO Partner
with Government Of
Maharashtra

Ratna Nidhi creates job
opportunities for
disabled beneficiaries in
the Amazon logistics
sector

In Partnership with ACC,
1000+ books have been
made accessible to
children
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Going Digital

Computer Centres
set up in public
schools for young
India from the low
income groups

Vision 10K

Creating an impact
for our community
helpers & children
by facilitating free
eye tests and finest
quality eye glasses

This newsletter covers the time period from Nov 18 to Feb 19
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Official NGO Partner
with Maharashtra
Government
Ratna Nidhi signs an MOU with
Government of Maharashtra as part of
the Mahaparivartan program
Mahaparivartan, a Maharashtra Government
initiative, is focused on using the PublicPrivate Partnership for social development of
Maharashtra. Ratna Nidhi is the official NGO
Partner for various programs under Healthcare
& Education.
In Partnership with Essilor Vision Foundation,
France Ratna Nidhi will facilitate screening of
1 million school children in rural Maharashtra
for vision correction. Further, donating custom
made Prescription Eye Glasses to 1.50 lac
students of low income group.Titan Eye Plus
and Lotus Eye Hospital also partner with Ratna
Nidhi to conduct more vision screening camps
for the underserved.
As part of the signed MOU Ratna Nidhi aims to
provide free mobility and prosthetics aids to
physically disabled people and also set up
libraries in rural Maharashtra.

VISION 10K
Vision 10K program is aimed at helping upto 10,000 underserved
in Mumbai city by providing high quality prescribed eye glasses
post vision screening camps.
This quarter we created an impact with our community helpers
by conducting screening camps with Mumbai/Pune Police and
BMC Workers apart from children from the low income group.

4,701 people have been screened till date out of which 972
people will be receiving prescribed eye glasses.
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RATNA NIDHI
PLACEMENTS
Ratna Nidhi helps provide free skill training thereby
enabling livelihood opportunities for people with
movement disabilities

Our Disabled Beneficiaries placed in the
Amazon Logistics Space

241
312
1,103

Mobility Appliances
Distributed This
Quarter

758

WE WERE AT KARGIL

77
Kargil
Gujarat

Mumbai

Nashik

2400+ legs will now be walking with
dignity with the help of Jaipur Foot and
Calipers distributed this quarter by Ratna
Nidhi.

Pune

Rough weather conditions, conflicted/isolated areas or
less connectivity is not coming in our way to reach out
to those who need us. We successfully organised a
mobility camp in Kargil to enable people with physical
disabilities. The smaller villages continue to be
disconnected due to limited access and connectivity in
the region restricting their access to better healthcare
facilities.
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OPEN LIBRARY
We have set up an open library in our Grant Road office in
Mumbai which currently houses 60,000 educational
books ranging from story books to encyclopaedias, world
books to national geographic sets, educational based
reference books for all ages and all subjects. 26000 +
books have been taken since November, 18 till date by
various underserved schools and colleges.

COMPUTER LABS
We have managed to set up 2 computer labs in Chembur,
Mumbai & Palanpur, Gujarat. 170 computers have been
donated. The children who will be accessing these
computers are the ones who do not know what a smart
phone can do or have never touched a computer keypad
before. In our effort to make India truly digital, these
schools will now be able to introduce computer education
and make them future ready.

LIBRARY ON WHEELS
Reading is Fundamental and not a privilege. Library on
wheels program helps the young minds access books, in
turn allowing them to read, imagine and grow. The first
project is launched in Chandrapur, Maharashtra with the
help of ACC Trust. Countless children in 13 villages across
Chandrapur are looking forward to the moving library
once in two weeks spreading smiles in the form of books :)

GARMENTS PROJECT
Clothes to the underserved mean safety, protection, self
respect and recognition unlike fashion, choice and brand.
With the aim of providing them basic right to clothing we
have been donating good conditioned/refurbished
clothes neatly packed in new like packages to the
homeless, street children, men and women of all ages
living below the poverty line. 5000+ units of garments
have been distributed since Nov, 18 till date.
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